STOP SCABS DEAD IN THEIR TRACKS: VOTE NO
What is most revealing about Norman’s end run around the Local Union is his
antiunion attitude. Does anyone expect that attitude to improve once the contract is
ratified? How long before he fires the Bargaining Committee? He wants to throw
out the entire GM-UAW National Agreement and replace it with a list of
management rights.
And what does this end run around the union tell us about the UAW International?
A real union would slap Norman with a lawsuit for violating the National Labor
Relations Act. But UAW President Bob King doesn’t have the moral backbone or
the union spirit that Walter Reuther demonstrated at The Battle of the Overpass.
Who is going to count the mail in ballots? How can we trust the
International? We have to establish our own independent vote count.
Mo Davison will bend over backwards to help GM and Norman set us up as a scab
shop. Mo will show up for an interview with the notoriously anti union Indianapolis
news media but he won’t show up at our Local Union Hall and he won’t return
calls from rank & file UAW members. Mo claims that he has been swamped with
calls from members who want to vote for the contract. How can we believe him
when we know for a fact that he doesn’t return our calls?
The UAW International is going to hold a union meeting on company property and
company time. When the company pays union members to attend a contract
information meeting, you’d have to be a fool to think that contract was good
for workers or that the International UAW isn’t a company union.
Most of us will have to transfer to another GM-UAW plant. Don’t undermine our
chances for good strong union contracts. Stop the scabs dead in their tracks.
The UAW International is telling us to break the master agreement and set up a
scab shop to undermine contracts at other UAW shops. Tell them we are union
members, not scabs.

